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“Lopez has the ability to give the reader whiplash with his unconventional and bewitching stories.” —Los
Angeles Times

“Robert Lopez is the master of deadpan dread, of the elliptical koan, of the sudden turn of language that
reveals life to be so wonderfully absurd. Always with Lopez, the voice is all his—enchanting, surprising, at
times devastating.” —JESS WALTER, author of Beautiful Ruins

“Robert Lopez’s strange, incantatory, visionary stories reveal the mysteries behind the ordinary world. You
lift your head from this book and it’s as if a third eye has been opened.” —DAN CHAON, author of Await
Your Reply and Stay Awake

“Nothing is funnier than unhappiness,” claims Samuel Beckett. To this, we add: nothing is funnier than
unhappiness with a heavy dose of amorality, as we learn from Robert Lopez’s unforgettable Good People. In
these twenty stories, a motley cast of obsessive, self-deluded outsiders narrate their darker moments, which
include kidnapping, voyeurism, and psychic masochism. As their struggles give way to the black humor of
life’s unreason, the bleak merges with the oddly poetic, in a style as lean and resolute as Carver or
Hemingway.

Treading the fine line between confession and self-justification, the absurd violence of threatened
masculinity, and the perverse joy of neurosis, Lopez’s stories reveal the compulsive suffering at the
precarious core of our universal humanity.

Robert Lopez is the author of two novels, Part of the World and Kamby Bolongo Mean River, and the story
collection Asunder. He lives in Brooklyn.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Crawford:

The book Good People can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave a very important thing like a book Good People? Some of you have a different opinion about
reserve. But one aim in which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to
closer with the book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you could give for each other; it is possible to
share all of these. Book Good People has simple shape however, you know: it has great and big function for
you. You can appearance the enormous world by open up and read a reserve. So it is very wonderful.

Thomas Brown:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading habit give
you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book in which improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of reserve
you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education books but if you want sense happy read
one along with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. Often the Good People is kind of book
which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Sheila Seim:

The reason? Because this Good People is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to
snap the idea but latter it will jolt you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such amazing way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having
this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of gains than the other book
include such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking means. So , still want to postpone having
that book? If I were you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Elizabeth Black:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book as
compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because all of this time you only find publication that need
more time to be learn. Good People can be your answer mainly because it can be read by an individual who
have those short extra time problems.
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